
Parramatta, 1208B/8 Cowper Street
Resort Lifestyle with District Views

Capturing uninterrupted district views across Parramatta and beyond, this
impressive 3-bedroom apartment is set within the iconic 'Gallery by Crown'
complex on level 12. It provides a sanctuary with access to appealing resort style
facilities in the bustling heart of Parramatta. It is positioned minutes from
Parramatta's CBD, a stroll to Westfield Shopping Centre, popular cafes and
restaurants and close to both Parramatta and Harris Park Train Stations.

- Sunlit spacious open plan living and dining area
- Covered entertainment balcony for alfresco dining
- Sleek CaesarStone kitchen with quality appliances
- All bedrooms with built-ins, master with an ensuite
- Stylish bathrooms with floor-to-ceiling tiles, bath
- Perfect for professionals offering an easy lifestyle

For Lease
Please Call
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View
ljhooker.com.au/5ZAHJX
______________________________________________________________________

Contact
Eugene Daley
0412 362 291
edaley@ljhookergordon.com.au

Kenny Gong
0456 887 000
kgong@ljhookergordon.com.au
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- Facilities include heated pool, spa, sauna, library
- Air conditioning, storage, 24 hour concierge service
- Lift access to secure single basement parking
- Easy access to the M4, minutes from Parramatta Park
DISCLAIMER: All information contained herein is gathered from sources that we
believe reliable. We have no reason to doubt its accuracy, however we cannot
guarantee it. This information is not to be used in formalising any decision nor
used by a third party without the expressed written permission of LJ Hooker
Gordon.
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